Audio Boost

A new way to listen to music

This bluetooth speaker has reinvented the way you can interact with your music

Features:

- Portable bluetooth speaker
  → take it on the go and pair wirelessly

- Stereo pairing
  → pair up to 5 speakers via a single device for increased volume or dispersed sound

- Synchronized lyric display
  → song lyrics wrap around the speaker’s screen in a karaoke like fashion as your music plays

- Synchronized light display
  → a variety of colorful flashing lights will illuminate the speaker in correspondence to the beat of the song

- Waterproof
  → this speaker can endure all adventures you take it on
The Audio Boost makes listening to music easy and fun, it’s as simple as:

1. Turn on the audio boost by pressing the power button
2. Hold down the bluetooth button to put the Audio Boost into pairing mode
   * pair multiple audio boosts to a single device by holding down the bluetooth button and then clicking it corresponding to the number of devices already connected (ex. if it is the third speaker connected, hold and click 3 times for pairing)
3. Locate “Audio Boost” in your device’s bluetooth feature, click to pair
4. Play your favorite tunes - liven up the party or jam out by yourself, the audio boost makes every listening situation more fun
   * charge when necessary using provided USB charger (battery life of 20 hours)
Get the App:

- It generates playlists catered for YOU, based on your recent plays
- It allows you to share playlists with other users
- You can set up morning and nighttime features:

  Morning: instead of an alarm, you can use the app to play your favorite songs as a wake up call

  Nighttime: play slower songs, better for falling asleep (or use the sleep noise feature for: rain, waves, etc) and have the Audio Boost turn off after a desired time so that it doesn’t play all night

The Audio Boost will make all listening experiences more fun - never before have beat synchronized lights and an aesthetically pleasing karaoke like lyric display been combined to create such an experience

AND with the addition of the bonus app features, the Audio Boost is unmatched
Make listening to music more fun, listen louder and listen more interactively